
PMO Pitfalls 
That Jeopardize all Projects



For a PMO to successfully execute its mission of helping organizations complete projects on time and budget, PMO leaders 
need to recognize and avoid three common pitfalls. Project management is booming. The Project Management Institute boasts 
more than a half million members and credential holders in over 180 countries. Project management ranks third on "The Top 
Five In-Demand Skills" in U.S. News and World Report's University Directory. At the center of all of this project management 
activity lies the PMO, the project management office. An obscure concept 20 years ago, PMOs are nearly ubiquitous today in a 
business environment focused on efficiency, standards, metrics, and repeatability.

But all is not well in the PMO world. Resistance to PMOs runs high among line of business project teams. Projects still fail at a 
worrisome rate. Turnover among project managers remains high, creating inefficiency, and without project team cooperation, 
the PMO cannot perform its duties. Thus, the mission of the PMO — to deploy a common set of project management processes 
and governance across the enterprise so that projects succeed on time and on budget — has become jeopardized.
The PMO can be saved, however, provided its leadership recognizes and avoids the following three common pitfalls that dog 
PMOs and their relationships with business lines and IT.

Reciprocity is a staple of all human interactions. Offering value for value expected to lubricate everything from commerce to 
marriage.

How reciprocal is your PMO? They probably ask for a lot: a lot of forms, rules, meetings and deadlines. They expect timely 
reports and accurate information, all to be delivered by the project team. But do they report back to the project team with new 
information that drives better decisions? Do they offer personalized coaching to project team leaders running their projects 
more effectively? Do they work with the team leaders to make the PMO role understood? Are your PMO heads expected to 
exhibit skills like leadership, communications, and the ability to influence people?

I have had project managers say to me, "I give the PMO all my information all the time, but I never see it again. I get what the 
PMO needs, but how does it help me be better at my business?" Give to get. Return value to your sources. Remember, you have 
two sets of "customers" executive management and the project teams.

Massive projects are complex and risky, and they must be managed accordingly. When your company is spending $150 million 
over five years in a competitive race to boldly enter a new business with new technology, you want a PMO that can get its arms 
around the whole picture. You want detail-focused leaders who value process as much as outcomes and who recognize the 
relationship between the two. But how many of your projects are of that magnitude — maybe ten percent? Most new projects 
are modest in scope. Most are routine maintenance or repair — low-risk projects performed by the same team that got it right 
last year. Even with small projects, costs and deadlines still need to be met and reported in standard fashion for the enterprise. 
But does your PMO, on encountering a routine, low-risk, low-cost project sensibly limit what it asks of the project team, 
omitting certain requirements that are standard on massive projects? Or do the same rules, protocols and forms apply across 
all projects, no matter what the size?

The maturity of the project group should also play a part in the PMO's expectations. If a PMO staffed with long-time 
practitioners inherits a project led by employees who are new to the PMO environment, there are bound to be adjustments for 
both parties. They will unfold more smoothly if the PMO scales up its expectations over time, while the team builds its 
knowledge of the project and the PMO. Instead of asking, what is the full complement of information that will allow us to 
manage this project as we do others, ask, what is the most basic information we need for a successful launch of this project?
Moderate PMO requirements according to the project's risk and the team's maturity.

PMO PITFALL 1: THE ONE-WAY STREET

PMO PITFALL 2: ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL
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PMOs are good at answering management's central PMO question: How are our projects doing? They tend not to be so 
experienced at answering another question, probably because management doesn't ask it often enough: How is the PMO 
doing — from the standpoint of its customers?

If PMOs tend not to be concerned about resistance or even a low-level rebellion by the project teams, it may be because, rules 
trump relationships. If the PMO rules are satisfied, the PMO is doing fine. At one conflict-ridden PMO we were brought in to 
help, we asked the head to score his performance as he believed his business and IT customers would score it. He 
acknowledged running about average with the line of business project team, but he was confident that all of the team 
members in IT would rate the PMO as excellent. "IT gets us — they value what we do," he told us.

We did a survey of the group VPs in IT. To a person, they said the opposite. "We'd be better off without the PMO," was the refrain. 
They complied with the PMO's demands, but that's all. With the business teams, the results were even worse.
PMOs can't be the only place where poor working relationships miraculously have no negative effect on productivity and costs. 
Whether it's a formal blind survey, or informal but authentic questioning, PMOs need to know how their customers rate them 
and strive for better relationships. Otherwise, what the PMO gains in project efficiency can be squandered on organizational 
dysfunction. Cultivate relationships along with rules. Both will benefit. Know how the PMO is valued by its customers.

PMO RULE 3: HOW AM I DOING?

CONCLUSION 

The complexities of big, difficult projects lend themselves to pitfalls like these, and they can be exacerbated by 
the constitutional differences of the people who tend to inhabit the business line versus the PMO. Just 
recognizing the pitfalls, and the damage they create among well-intended people, is halfway to avoiding them.  
Cultivate relationships along with rules. Both will benefit. Know how the PMO is valued by its customers.
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